Custom Lasering
Our design studio allows
us to create custom
keepsakes & memorial
tributes.
Because these services
are performed in-house
we can reduce unwanted
wait times.
With over 20 years of
experience, you can
rest assured that we will
create a fitting tribute for
your beloved pet.

Additional Upgraded Urns + Keepsakes

Laser Paw Print: One of our most popular memorials
includes the paw print of your pet laser engraved directly
on the urn. This service is available for either VIP or
Private Cremation.
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Laser Grayscale Photo: With our in-house laser, we
can take an owner-provided photo and laser engrave
it as a grayscale photo directly on the urn itself. This
service is available for either VIP or Private Cremation.

Upgraded Urns + Keepsakes, cont.

Country Woods Urn: Our Country Woods urn is crafted
SUBLIMATION & GREYSCALE PHOTOS

in the USA from the finest hardwoods. These excellent

Sublimation Photo Inlay: Another popular choice is the
Sublimation Photo inlaid directly onto the urn in
full color.

with a clear finish that highlights the natural color of the

wood urns are available in Cherry, Oak, and Walnut,
wood. The front of the urn includes a picture frame to
commemorate your pet. Laser engraving is available,
as shown in the picture. Please ask your veterinarian to
contact us for more information.

Tower Photo Urn: Made
right here in the USA from
the finest aromatic cedar
wood, this urn allows you
to place your favorite photo
of your beloved companion
in the provided clear
photo sleeve.

MDF Photo Urn: This photo urn is a fitting tribute for
your faithful companion. Available colors are black and
natural wood.

Garden Stone Urn: Our Garden Stone urn is a fitting
way to honor the memory of your pet. These beautiful
Photo Plaque Memorial: The photo plaque is created

poly-resin reproduction stones are designed for either
indoor or outdoor settings. They may be placed in a

in-house by our talented staff, a fitting memorial for

garden or displayed on the mantel as a memorial for

your beloved companion.

years to come.
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Odyssey Paw Series
®

2887 Slate
2889 Raku*

Odyssey® Paw Series
Handcrafted in brass and electroplated
in four beautiful finishes, the Odyssey
urns are accented with paw prints and are
available in three pet sizes to accommodate most small and mid-sized pets —Up
to 105 Lbs. The matching Heart Keepsakes
are perfect for families who want to share
a portion of the family pet’s cremated
remains, or keep some of their beloved
pet’s fur, or even for a beautiful matching
remembrance piece.
*Raku coloration will vary

Moonlight Blue 2921

Odyssey Pearl 2922
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Elite Cat
The Elite Cats are crafted of resin and feature a
stone fleck finish with colors of sable, fawn, mottled
tabby and black. Each cat has a felt-lined bottom
with a threaded plug for secure closure.

Silhouette Cat 2891P
This elegant shape is complemented by a graceful
silhouette of a playful cat.

Elite Cat C310 (Sable)

Cozy Cat C315 (Fawn)
The Cozy Cats are crafted of resin and feature a
stone fleck finish with colors of sable, fawn, mottled
tabby and black. Each cat has a felt-lined bottom
with a threaded plug for secure closure.

Classic Brass 9500
Honor your beloved companion with this selection of
time-tested classic brass urns.
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Laser Keepsakes
Mice

Grape Leaf

Simple Border
Doggie Bones

Floral

Laser Engraved Keepsake Paw Prints
Our in-house design studio proudly creates laser engraved paw prints,
a fitting memorial for your beloved companion that will last a lifetime.

Sublimation Ornament

Grayscale

Laser Paw Print Key Chain

A photo of your

Ornament

A scaled down image of your

pet will be

A photo of your

pet’s paw print can be laser

sublimated onto

pet will be laser

engraved onto the wood

the ornament.

engraved onto

face of this key chain, with up

the ornament.

to 10 characters allowed for
your pet’s name.
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Jewelry

Photo J8065

Paw Prints J8028

This collection features a glass front, hinged-design, with

The Paw Prints Collection is available in 14K gold-plated

a magnetic closure. The cremated remains compartment

(bronze) or stainless (pewter) finish. The cremated remains

is threaded and located on the back. All pieces are made

compartment is located on the back and has a threaded

of 316 stainless steel and are available in 14K gold-plated

closure. All pendants come with a 19” chain.

(bronze) or stainless (pewter) finish. All pendants come
with a 19” chain.

Paw Print Cylinder J8010
The Paw Print Cylinder is made of 316
stainless steel, available in black plating
(onyx) and comes with a 19” stainless
finish chain. The cremated remains
compartment is threaded at the bottom.
Large Paw Print J8027 The Large Paw Print is available in 14K gold-plated (bronze) or stainless (pewter)
finish. The compartment is located on the back and has
a threaded closure. All pendants come with a 19” chain.

The Cylinder Collection J8003

Cat Silhouette J8022

The Cylinder Collection is

The Cat Silhouette

made of 316 stainless

Collection is made of 316

steel, available in blue and

stainless steel and is

black-plating (onyx) and

available in 14K gold-

comes with a 19” stainless

plated (bronze) or

finish chain. The cremated

stainless (pewter) finish.

remains compartment is

The cremated remains

threaded at the bottom.

compartment is located
on the back and has a
threaded closure.
All pendants come with
a 19” chain.
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